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Dedicated to Professor A. Komatu for his sixtieth birthday

1. Introduction. A multiplication on a space X with a base point * is a map

p.: Xx X-> X such that p(*, x)=p(x, *)=x for any x of X. Two multiplications

Px and p2 are called homotopic if px is homotopic to p2 relative to Xv X.

The enumeration problem of the homotopy classes of multiplications on a given

//-space was studied by James [5] for spheres and by Arkowitz and Curjel [1] for

finite CW-complexes. In fact, they showed that there exists a one-to-one corre-

spondence between the homotopy set [Xa X, X] and the set of homotopy classes

of multiplications of a finite CW-complex X with a homotopy associative

multiplication.

Moreover they proved that the following Lie groups have a finite number of

nonhomotopic multiplications:

SO (n) for ná 16 and «#10, 14; SU (n)forn = 5; Sp (n) for n<7; the representa-

tive of G2, F4 and £7 ; and that all other classical groups and the representatives of

the other exceptional structures have an infinite number of multiplications.

As is well known, SU (2) and Sp(l) have 12 distinct homotopy classes of

multiplications, since these groups are homeomorphic to S3 and since

[S3 A S3, S3] s tt6(S3) S Z12.

Recently Naylor [11] calculated the order of [SO (3) A SO (3), SO (3)] and

showed that SO (3) has precisely 768 distinct homotopy classes of multiplications.

The purpose of this note is to compute the orders of [SU (3) A SU (3), SU (3)]

and [Sp (2) A Sp (2), Sp (2)] and to prove

Theorem 5.7. There exist precisely 215-39-5-7 distinct homotopy classes of

multiplications on SU (3).

Theorem 6.6. There exist precisely 220-3-5s-7 distinct homotopy classes of

multiplications on Sp (2).

Notation.

[X, Y] : the set of homotopy classes of continuous maps from X to Y.
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PG : the /»-primary components of the abelian group G.

8(G) : the order of the group G.

Km: the n-skeleton of a CW-complex K.

K/L: the quotient space of K by pinching L to a point for a CW-pair K^>L.

X A Y: the smash product Xx Y\X V Y.

Ca=Yue CX: the mapping cone of a e [X, Y].

When we consider the mapping cone Y \J, CX of a map /: X -> Y, we use

often the homotopy class a off in its place, since the homotopy type is determined

by its homotopy class a.

The equality X— Y for two spaces X and Y reads that X is homotopy equivalent

to Y.

The paper is organized as follows. In §3 and §4, the cell structures of SU (3)

A SU (3) and Sp (2) A Sp (2) are studied. Then the computations of the orders of

[SU (3) A SU (3), SU (3)] and [Sp (2) A Sp (2), Sp (2)] are done in §5 and §6 re-

spectively. The final section (§7) is devoted to the computations of 2Trt(W5t2) for

/= 15, 16 and 17 which are needed in §5.

The author wishes to thank Professors M. Mahowald and H. Toda for their

many helpful conversations.

2. Preliminaries.   To begin with we recall some results on Trn+i(Sn):

Trn(Sn)zZ={ln}forni:l.Trn+y(Sn)zZ2={rln}fornZ3.

TTn+2(Sn)zZ2 = {v3} for n>3. 7rn+3(5n)sZ24={o,B} for n^5.

77n + 4(5n)=0 for n>6. 7rn+5(5n)=0 for n = l.

■nn+e(Sn)zZ2 = {v2} for n^ 5, where 3cun = x„.

7713(56)£Z60={S"}.^4(57)sZi20={S'}.

7r15(S8)£Z0Zi2O={E8,SZ'}.

7rn+7(Sn)sZ240 = {En}forn = 9,

where S2"=22', S22' = 229. Furthermore, we use the following notations : 152" = a",

152' = a' and 1528 = a9.

We also recall the well-known formulae

(2.1) ttIX V Y) s Tti(X) © nt(Y) 0 Tti + 1(Xx Y,Xw Y).

(2.2) [X vY,Z]z [X, Z]@[Y, Z]   for a topological group Z.

The groups SU (3) and Sp (2) are S3-bundles over Sn where n = 5 and 7 respec-

tively. So they have the cell structure as follows [7] :

G = S3uc"u en+3.

It is also known that

(2.3) es is attached to S3 by i)a in SU (3).

(2.4) e7 is attached to S3 by w' in Sp (2), where w is the Blakers-Massey element

and a generator of tt6(S3)^Z12. (5na>' = 2cun+3 for n^2.)

According to James [6], in the suspended complex

SG = 54uen+1uen+4,
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the cell en+i is attached by the element j+x, where

/♦:^n+3(54)->7rn+3(^ue»+1)

is the inclusion and x e »B+3(S4) is obtained from the characteristic element a

for G by the Hopf construction. (This fact also follows from Lemma 2.32 of [12].)

Since the rotation group SO (4) splits as SO (4) = S3 x SO (3), the characteristic

elements are t»3 and w for G = SU(3) and Sp(2) respectively. So the attaching

maps of en+4 in SG arejAv^) and jA2v\) respectively. By Proposition 5.9 of [15],

S2(vít¡t)=0. Hence we obtain

S3 SU (3) = S6ussv S11.

Similarly, S2 Sp(2) = 55 u e9vS12 follows, since S(2v2)=0 by Proposition 5.11

of [15]. Thus, we have shown

Lemma 2.1. (i) SB(SU(3)) has the homotopy type of Sn+3 u en + 5v Sn+a for

n£3.

(ii) Sn(Sp (2)) has the homotopy type of Sn+3 u en+7v Sn + 1° for n^2.

This lemma means that the cell e8 in SU (3)1S3 = S5 u ea is not associated with

S5. So one has

(2.5)

Similarly,

(2.6)

SU (3)/S3 = 5s V Ss

Sp (2)/53 = S7 V S10.

We will study the cell structure of GaG, which evidently has 9 cells (see the

diagram where the number indicates the dimension of the cell).
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K = SU (3) A SU (3) M = Sp (2) A Sp (2)

For simplicity we set

K = SU (3) A SU (3)   and   A = Kao) = (S3 u„3 c5) a (S3 u„3 e5).

M = Sp (2) A Sp (2)     and   B = (S3 uM, e7) a (S3 ua. e7).

Then we have

Lemma 2.2. (i) S3(SU (3) A SU (3)) = S3^ v (S14 u e16) v (S14 u eie) v 519.

(ii) S2(Sp (2) A Sp (2))=S2Jv(S15u e19) v (S1S u e19) v 522.
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Proof. By making use of Lemma 2.1, we have

53(SU (3) A SU (3)) = (S3 A SU (3)) A SU (3)

= (S6 u e8 v S11) A SU (3)

(i) = (S6 u e8) A SU (3) V (S11 A SU (3))

= (S3 u e5) A (S3 A SU (3)) V (S11 A SU (3))

= (S3 u e5) A (S6 u e8 v S11) v (S14 u e16 v S16)

= S3A V (S14 u e16) V (S14 u e16) v Sls. Q.E.D.

Similarly for (ii).

3. The cell structure of SU (3) A SU (3).   First of all we study the structure of

A=Kao\

Let C„ be the mapping cone of r¡3 and let lc: C„ ->CV be the identity map.

Consider the map

lc A t,3:C„ A S4->C„ A S3.

Clearly A = C„ A C„ is the mapping cone of 1 c A t¡3. However, according to Lemma

3.5 of [15], (taking the trivial coextension, since 2r¡e = 0), there exists an element

■q* of tt9(S6) such that 1 c A t¡3 = (S4/»)*(v?*) h°lds ¡n [S4C„, S3CV], where i=S6 -+

53C„ is the inclusion and /?: C„ -> 5s is the shrinking map. Hence we obtain

A = (Se u„6 e8) ulcA„3 C(57 u„7 e9) = ((S6 u„6 e8) V Ss) u„ e-10

where r¡ = i'^* v r¡e.

We show that r¡* = nve with odd n. Clearly 77* belongs to 2Trg(S6)^ZB={v6}.

Consider the cohomology of A with Z2-coefficient H*(A ; Z2). Let u and v be the

generators of H\C„;Z2) and H5(Cn;Z2) respectively. Note that S2u=v holds.

Then the generators of H6(A;Z2) and H10(A;Z2) are represented by «am and

»Ai; respectively. By the Cartan formula we obtain

S4(w A u) = S2« A Sf u = v A v.

Hence by Proposition 8.1 of [15] one deduces r¡* = nv6 with odd n. Thus

(3.1)    A = ((S6 u,6 e8) v S8) <J„ e10,   where r¡ « /»ro<6 V i?e with n = odd.

Recall that K=A u ej1 u e\3 u e^1 u e¿3 u e16. Consider the attaching element

ai £ *ii(A). Then 53aa is the attaching element of ei4 in S3(Kai)), but it is trivial

by (i) of Lemma 2.2. Hence o¡! = 0. In fact, one has S3:ir10(A)%irxa(SaA) since A

is 5-connected. Similarly, the attaching element a2 of el1 is trivial. Thus

Ka» = A v SI1 v 52n.

Next we study the attaching element ßx of e^3:

& e tt12(K(1») Z tt12(A) 0 nia(S?) © »^(Sl1).

For this we need

Lemma 3.1. S3: Tr12(Kai)) -* TTyZ(S3(Kai))) is a monomorphism.
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Proof. It is sufficient to show that S3: tt12(A) -> tt15(S3A) is a monomorphism.

The following diagram is commutative and the two rows are exact.

tt13(A, S6)-> Tr12(Se)-> tt12(A)-> TT12(A, 5«)

(3.2)

TTxe(S3A, S9) —* ^(S9) —* tt15(S3A) —> tt15(S3A, S9)

Let p: (A, S6)-+(AISe, *) be a smashing map. Then we have a commutative

diagram:

P*
"lz(A, Sa)

S3

■*     TT13(AIS°)

(S3P)*
Tr16(S3A, S9) > ttxs(S3AIS°)

Since /Í/S8 is 7-connected, we have that S3: Tr13(A/Se) -> tt16(53/1/S9) is an iso-

morphism. By the Blakers-Massey theorem (e.g. Corollary 3.3 of [10]), we obtain

that p% is epimorphic and that (S3p)+ is isomorphic. Hence the first S3 in the

diagram (3.2) is an epimorphism. Similarly one can show that the last S3 in the

diagram (3.2) is an isomorphism. The second S3 is known ([15]) to be monomorphic.

Thus by the four lemma (Lemma 5.6.9 of [3]) we obtain the lemma. Q.E.D.

The attaching element ßx of e\3 is of the form :

ßi = Y ® XxVn ® *a-7u    with Y e "12(A), *i S Z2.

Then S3ß=S3y © JCi-7i4 ©*2-7i4 is the attaching element of e{6 in S3K. We

know, however, by (i) of Lemma 2.2 that e\e is attached not to S3A but just to Si4.

This implies that S3y = 0, Xx = 1 and x2=0. Since S3 is a monomorphism by Lemma

3.1, we obtain that /3i=t»u. Similarly the attaching element ß2 of e23 is checked to

be t)xx- Thus

/C13> - A V (S}1 U,u e\3) v (Sa" U„u ej3).

The attaching element S of e16 belongs to

TT15(Ka3)) s tis(^) e «uis? u ei3) e ^sisa1 u ^3).

On the other hand, by (2.5), we have that

(SU(3)/S3)A(SU(3))
= (S5 V Sa) A SU (3)

(3.3) = S5 SU (3) v S8 SU (3)

= (5? u el°) V S10 V (Si0 u e\3) v S18   by Lemma 2.1.

This implies that 8 has no components in ^(Si1 u e\3). Similarly it is checked

that â has no components in ^(S" u e^3), and hence

(3.4) K = A ut eie V (Si1 U t?i3) V (S2n u ej3).
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Then we will show that

(3.5) A u, e16/S6 = Sf x S8 U e10.

It is easily checked that the homomorphism induced by the inclusion :

tt15(SI v SI) -* TT15((SBy v 51) u e10)

is an isomorphism, and hence A/S6 = (Sl v S|) u£ C(59 v S15), where e belongs to

[S9 v S15, S? v Se2] £ 7r9(SÏ V S28) 0»1B(SÎ) ©^(51)

©7r16(5fx5l,5? V 528).

Thus the restriction of e to S1S has the form

(£|S15) = «i © a2 © br,

where a¡ e jt15(S8), /= 1,2, r is a generator of Tr16(Sl x Sjj, 5f V Sf) and b is some

integer.

To prove (3.5) it is sufficient to show a, = 0 and 6=1. Let Uy and u2 be the

generators of HB(A u e16/S6)^Z@Z, then the generator of H16(A u e16/56) is

a product «iAm2, since r716(70£#8(SU (3)) ® //8(SU (3)) holds. Suitably

choosing orientations, we obtain b = 1.

Consider the map /> : ¿««/S8 %> K/S6 ̂  (SU (3)/53) A SU (3), where Pl is the

inclusion and p2 is the map shrinking S2wS^1 to a point in K/S6=(SyWSf)

u C(5'9v515)v(5î1 u ef)v(52n u ^3). Then we have that p^(e\S15) = ay, which

is the attaching element of e16 in (SU (3)/S3) A SU (3). Hence aj=0 by (3.5).

Similarly a2 = 0. Thus (e|515) is a universal Whitehead product and hence (3.5)

follows.

One can easily check that the cell c10 is attached to SfxSi by (t¡8, r¡B) in

A u e16/S6. Similarly C(S¡V SI) is attached to S6 by (7?e, r¡6) in A'B\

Summing up these facts we state

Proposition 3.2. The smash product SU (3) A SU (3) has the cell structure of

K=AKJ e16v(S11 UV11 e13)v(S11 unil e13), where

(i) A = ((S6 u„6 eB)wSe) ua e10, a=itnv6Vr¡B with oddn,

(ii) A u e16/S* = SB x SB u„ e10, , = (,„ „),

(iii) ^8)=Seu„6e8v58.

Further we investigate the property of the suspended complex S(A u e16) of

A u e16.

Proposition 3.3. Let a be the same as in (i) of Proposition 3.2. Then we have

S(A U e16) = SAm Uy C(S10 V S16)   where y = Sa V ß ° i,16

wí/n íome /S ofityh(SAm).

The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of this proposition.
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Let D be the complex S(SU (3) A SU (3)). According to the above Proposition

3.2, the complex S(A u e16) is a retract of D.

Let us recall (see §2) that S(SU (3)) = S4 ur C(S5vS8) with f -^Vv^,.

Let lo be the identity map of SU (3). Then D has the homotopy type of

H6) (S4u..C(S5vS8))ASU(3)

Ki  ' = (S4 SU (3)) ut C(S5 SU (3) v S8 SU (3))

with í=l0Ai/4V loAOvfr)-

By the naturality we have that

(3.7) lc A (v4t»7) = (10 A vA o (10 A t,7).

For simplicity we put G„ = S n SU (3). Then we have Gn = S " + 3 unii+3 en + 5 v S n+8

for «^3 by Lemma 2.1.

Then lGAv4 belongs to [G1,Gi] and lGAr>7 e [G8, G7], where we have the

isomorphisms by (2.1) and (2.2):

(3.8) [G7, G4] ^ [S10 u e12, G4] 0 tt15(S7 u e9) © ir15(S12).

(3.9) [G8, G7] S [S11 u e13, G7] 0 ^16(S10 U e12) © ^(S15).

Let y: S7 ->■ S7 u„7 e9 and A: : S10 -> S10 u„10 e12 be injections and consider the

cofibering: S10—► S10 u„10 e12 -*■ S12. Then we have the exact sequence

(3.10) • ■ .«^°- rr10(G4) *— [S10 u ^2, G4] ^— Wl2(G4) <-,

where ttx0(Gí) z tt10(S7 u t?9) by (2.1).

We need the following.

Lemma 3.4. (i) Tr10(S7 u e9)i=Z12 and generated by f*w7,

(ii) 7T16(S10 u„10 e12)sZ2 generated by k*v\Q,

(iii) A:* if epimorphic.

Proof, (i) and (ii) follow easily from the exact sequence of the pair (S7 u e9, S7)

and (S10 u e12, S10) respectively,

(iii) By definition we have

V*oU*<»t) = JifaiVio)
= J*("tViq)
= 0   by (5.9) of [15].

So (iii) follows from the exactness of the sequence (3.10).   Q.E.D.

Let S be the attaching element of e16 in A u e16 in Proposition 3.2. Since

S(A u e1B) is a retract of S(SU (3) A SU (3)) and since dimension of S A is 11, the

attaching element SS of e17 in S(A u e16) is of the form S8=ß' o k*v\0+ß" o 7»15

where ß' e [S10 u e17, G4] and ß" e tt15(S7 u e9).
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By (i) and (iii) of Lemma 3.4 we have that

P"   ° k*V2y0   =   (k*ß')v3yo   =   CX/*Ü)7)  ° V\0   =   Xjmv\

with some integer x. Besides we have v7 = p7 ° ^15 by Lemma 6.3 of [15]. Namely

Sh = (xj*VT+ß"}nx&.

Putting xjjfv1+ß"=ß e TTyS(SAm), we obtain the proposition.    Q.E.D.

4. The cell structure of Sp (2) A Sp (2). Let n be a sufficiently large number.

Let C'n and Cn be the mapping cone of wn and 2<u„ respectively. Let In and ln be

the identity of C„ and Cn respectively. For simplicity we set

An = C'nAC'n, the mapping cone of l»AcuB.

Bn = CnACn, the mapping cone of lnA(2a>„).

Let j: S2n -» SnCñ and i: S2n -> SnCn be injections. Let (2cu2n + 3)~ e 7r2n + 7(SnCn)

(or (4co2n + 3) ~ e 772n + 7(S nC„)) be the coextension of 2tu2n + 3 (or 4tu2n + 3 respectively).

Then by Lemma 3.5 of [15] we have that

(4.1) An = (S*a V 52" + 4)u0„e2" + 8,

where an = 0*a* + (2cu2n + 3)~)Viu2n + 4 with a* e 7r2n + 7(52n).

(4.2) Bn = (SnCn v S2n + 4) ufin e2n + 8,

where ßn = (i.J* + (4w2n + 3)~) v 2«aB + 4 with ß* e n2n + 7(S2n).

First we show that

(4.3) the restriction of a* to 27r2n + 7(S2n) is xo2n with odd x.

Proof. By Proposition 8.1 of [15] we have

S4:/Y"(Cn;Z2)^r7" + 4(C;;Z2)

and hence by the Cartan formula we obtain

SBq:H2\An;Z2) s H2" + B(Bn;Z2).

Therefore, (4.1) follows by Proposition 8.1 of [15].    Q.E.D.

Next we show that

(4.4) the restriction of ß* to 2Tr2n+7(S271) is 4xo2n with odd x.

Proof. We restrict ourself to the 2-primary components of the homotopy groups.

It is easily checked that

27r2n + 7(S"C; V S2n+i) s Z16 ®Zi@Z8 = {;>2n, (2a>2n+3)~, »2n+4}.

2TT2n + 7(S"Cn v S2n+4) s Z16 ®ZB@Z6 = {i*o2n, (w2n+3)~, v2n+4}.

Let F be a map: Bn -*■ An such that

F|S2n is of mapping degree 1,

F|52n + 4 and F|e2n+4 are of mapping degree 2,

F|e2n+8 is of mapping degree 4.
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For the induced homomorphism

F,:27r2n + 7(S"Cn v S2" + 4)^27r2n + 7(S"C; V S2» + 4)

we have that

(4.5) F*(/V72n) = ./„,CT2n,   F*(cu2n + 3)~ = (2cü2n+3)~,    FJy2n + i) = 2v2n + i.

Consider the following diagram:

2^2n+7(S2n+7)—>2ir2n+7(S"Cn V Sa» + *)—>aWail + 7(5»CIluillea»+8)

Pn.
x4 F*

Y Y Y

■^♦iÍS**')—►Va.^S^C; v S2n+4)-^21r2n+7(S"C;uaiie2»+8)

Let ya2n be the restriction of ß* to 2?r2„+7(S2n), where y is some integer. Then by

the commutativity of the diagram we have that the 2-primary part of F*(jSn,i2n + 7)

is the 2-primary part of an>(4t2n+7). Namely,

j* y°2* + 2-(4ut2n + 3)~+2(2v2n + i) = f*4xcT2n+4 • (2io2n+3) ~ + 4v2n + 4

and hence j+yo2n=j*4xo2n, since 2-(4tu2n + 3)~=4(2a)2n + 3)~. One can easily see

that y'*: TT2n+i(S2n) -*■ TT2ni.7(SnC'n v S2n+4) is monomorphic. Therefore

vor2rt = 4xa2n. Q.E.D.

Now we state the following proposition, which is a little weaker than the case

SU (3) A SU (3).

Proposition 4.1. The smash product Sp (2) a Sp (2) has the homotopy type of

M=B u (S13 u e17) u (S13 u e17) u e20, where

(i) B = (S6 u2W6 el° v S10) u, e14,    with ß = »>"+(4«9)~ v 2a>10,

M/S6 = (S10 x S10) uy e1* v (S13 u2û)l3 <?17) v (S13 u2a)l3 e17)

= (S10 v S10) u C(S13 v S19) v (S13 u2ffll3 e17) v (S13 u2a)13 e17),

w/itve y « o/ type (2cu10, 2tu10) aw/ e20 /'s attached to S10vS10 by a universal

Whltehead product.

(iii) A/(10) = Ba0) = S8 u2ma e10 v S10.

Proof, (i) First we prove (i). Let C be the mapping cone of co' and lc the identity

of C. Then B=CaC is a mapping cone of lcAtu': CaS8->CaS3. For any

coextension (4a>9)~ of 4a>9, by Lemma 3.5 of [15], there exists an element a* in

7r13(S8) such that

lc A co' = (S3p)*(i^* + (4a,9)~)

holds in [Ca S8, Ca S3], where p is the shrinking map: S3 u e6 -*■ S8 and / is the

inclusion S6 -> Ca S3 = S8 u2tJ8 e10. Therefore 5 has the homotopy type of

(4.6) B - (S6 u2aa e™ v S10) u, e14

where ß=i^cr* + (4cog)~ v2cu10 and a* s-n-13(S6)^Z60.
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We will prove that

(4.7) a* = xo" with odd x, where a" is a generator of 27r13(S6)_Z4.

Evidently o* e 5TTy3(S6)^Zy2.

Recall that 37r„ + 3(5n)sZ3 and 3Trn + 7(Sn)^Z3 are generated by rxi(n) and a2(n)

respectively for nä3 [15]. Let D be the mapping cone of ^(ó). Then it is easily

checked that there exists an exact sequence:

0 ■* 37Ty3(S6) '13(D)
(S*P)*

* 3TTy3(S10) ■ ^0.

Since aj(6) ° oti(9) = 0, there exists a coextension [o1(9)]"' of o¡i(9) in D. By definition

(S4/')1|t[o£i(9)]~ = ct1(10), which is a generator of 3tt13(S10). Besides, by Proposition

1.8 of [15], the element [c*i(9)]~ ° 3ti3 = 3[cti(9)]~ belongs to -/*{«i(6), ax(9), 3i12}.

This secondary composition contains an element — i'*a2(6) by Proposition 4.17 of

[14]. So we have

3[«i(9)]~ = -/*c£2(6)   mod-/*Tr13(S6)o3i13.

Thus 3TTy3(D)^ZB and it is generated by [ai(9)]~. Therefore, in (4.6) we can

choose the coextension (4tu9)~ so that rr* belongs to 3Tr13(S6).

Since Sn'3w' = 2wn for sufficiently large n, we have S2n~6B=Bn. Consider the

following commutative diagram with exact rows:

Ti4(Se u2U6 e10 v S10, S6)

|52n-6

■+TTy3(S6)-

I £2,1-6

7r2n + e(S7lCn V S n + i,S ")->Tr2n + 7(S ")—►

"i3(S* u2W6 e10 v S10)

Is2"-6

+ "i3(S6v2a6e10 v S10,Se)

|s2n-6

TT2n + 7(S"Cn V   S3« + *)^TT2n + 7(SnCn  V   S2" + 4,52n)

By making use of the Blakers-Massey theorem one can easily check that the first

and the last S37i~e are isomorphisms. Since the second S2""6 is known to be

monomorphic [15] we conclude by the four lemma that the third S3n~6 is mono-

morphic. Since S2rt'6B=Bn, we obtain that S2n_6(i>*) is 4x(Ua2n) by (4.4). On

the other hand by Lemma 5.14 of [15], we have 4x(i*o2n) = S2n~6(i*xo"). As

S2"-6 is monomorphic, we get that i^,o*=xa", and hence (4.7) follows.

(ii) We study the structure of MIS6 = (B/S6) u (e\3 u eî7) u (e\3 u el1) u e20.

By virtue of (2.6) we obtain that

(Sp (2)/S3) a Sp (2) = (S7 V S10) A Sp (2)

= S7 Sp (2) v S10 Sp (2)

= (S10 u <?14) v S11 v (S13 u e17) v S30   by Lemma 2.1.
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So it follows easily that

(M/S8)<17) = (B/S8) uy C((Si2 u ei8) v (Sk2 u e\8)),

where y=(y1> Y2) and y¡ e [S{12 u e}8, B/S8]. On the other hand the double sus-

pended complex S2((MIS8)a7)) is the 19 skeleton of (S2M)jSs and so by Lemma

2.2 it has the homotopy type of (S2B)ISB v (Si5 u ej9) v (S^5 u ei9) v S22. There-

fore, S2y,=0 in [S2(Sl2 u e\8), S2(B/S8)]. The homomorphism

S2: [St12 u el8, B/S8] -> [S2(S12 u c?,18), S2(5/S8)]

is an isomorphism, since B/S8 is 9-connected. Thus y( is trivial and we obtain

(M/S6)(17) = (5/S8)v(Si3 u ei7)v(SJ3 u e\7).

It is easily checked that e\7 is attached to S\3 by an element 2tu13.

The same argument as in the proof of (ii) of Proposition 3.2 gives that the top

cell e20 in M/S6 is attached to Si°v S2° by a universal Whitehead product. Thus

M/S8 = (S10xS10)Ue14v(S13Ue17)v(S13ue17). It is easily seen that the

attaching element of e14 is of type (2w10, 2cu10).

One can restate the above fact as follows :

M/S6 = (S10 V S10) u C(Si3 v S19) v (S13 u e17) v (S13 u e17).

(iii) The proof of (iii) is quite easy.   Q.E.D.

For later use we state

Corollary 4.2. SB=(S7 u2(J7 e"vSu) uSi e15, where

Sß = i*Sa" + (4cü10)~ V 2wu.

5. The order of [SU (3) A SU (3), SU (3)]. According to Arkowitz-Curjel

(Lemma 2 of [1]) the order of the group [SU (3) A SU (3), SU (3)] is equal to the

number of homotopy classes of multiplications on SU (3). In this section we

compute the order of this group.

By virtue of (2.2) and Proposition 3.2 we have

[SU (3) A SU (3), SU (3)] s [A u eí8, SU (3)] © [S11 u„u e13, SU (3)]

©[S"uni«»,SU(3)].

First we compute the order of [S11 U,n e13, SU (3)].

Applying the functor [   , SU (3)] to the cofibration sequence

51a —„ s11 —► S11 u e13 —> S13 —► S12 —>• • -,

we obtain the exact sequence:

tt12(SU (3)) +— rru(SU (3)) *— [S11 u e13, SU (3)] <— tt13(SU (3))
In

^—TTx2(SU(3))<-.
Via
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We quote from [9] that

Wll(SU (3)) £ Z4(K», rr12(SU (3)) S Z60([a"]),

-i3(SU (3)) ^ Z6(/>'),

where ( ) denotes the generator of the 2-primary component and [a] is such

an element that p)f[a] = a for the projection p: SU (3) -»■ S5.

Then we have

Lemma 5.1. r¡fy and t¡*2 are trivial.

The proof will be given following Lemma 5.2.

As a corollary we have

Proposition 5.2. dftS11 u e13, SU (3)]) = 23-3.

Remark. One can show that

[S11 u e13, SU (3)] = Wll(SU (3)) © tt13(SU (3))

but it is not necessary here.

Consider the complex Stiefel manifold W52 = S\J (5)/SU (3), which is known

to be a 57-bundle over S9. And so ^5,2 = S7 u„7 e9 u e16. We quote from §7 the

following results.

Proposition 7.1.

^15(^5,2) = Zi®Z2 = {[v2.], i*v7}, 2[v2} = z>7,

Ve(^5.2) = Z16 = {[2ct9]}, 8[2ct9] = i*p.7,

2^ii(Wz,2) S Z4 = {i>7tr10}.

In the above an element M e'2ir,(ff5>2) is such that p^[x] = xeiri(SB) for the

projection/?: WSi2->S9.

Let 1 : S4 SU (3) = 57 u„7 e9v512^ W5-3 be a map such that 1 |S7 u eB is an

identity and 1|S12 is trivial. Then we have the following commutative diagram

with exact rows :

'   - *,(SU (3))    -►   ^(SU (3), S3)--  TTl_y(S3)

\s*

TTt(S3)

s*

-  ir,_x(SU(3))

S*

n+t(S?) ±+ ni+t(S* SU (3)) ^*j + 4(S4 SU (3), S7)-► irí+3(S7) -^-* ni + 3(S* SU (3))

I*

WS7)^1-* "1+4(^5.2)

U U

* W's.a, S7) -► *i+3(S7) -i*— ^1+3(^5.2)
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For simplicity we denote by / the composition of the homomorphism

Tr((SU (3)) —* 7T1 + 4(S4 SU (3)) -i* TTi + i(¡V5,2).

Then we have

Lemma 5.2. (i) /(/„,«') = 2i^v7a10.

(ii) 7([cr"])=4[2<j9]modiV/x7.

(iii) 7([v§]) = [v|]modi'»v7.

Proof. We use the commutativity of the diagram :

(i) /(/»*') = Ù(SV) = /*(2,,7<710) by (7.10) of [15].

(ii) Since pitI([a'"]) = Sipt([o'"]) = &a9, we have 7([<t'"])=4[2<t9] mod i*p7.

(iii) Similarly, the equality p*([v2]) = SV*[v|] = v¡ implies that

/(["§]) = ["il mod iift.

Now we turn to the proof of Lemma 5.1.

Proof of Lemma 5.1. It is sufficient to show that r/f1[f§] = 7)f2[CT,"] = 0.

Consider the following commutative diagram:

tt12(SU(3)) ^ii-»„(SU (3)) *— [S11 ue13, SU(3)] <— tt13(SU(3)) -2ü tt12(S\](3))

V*is

I I

V*s

I

»ia(rV5,2) «-^-- tt15(rV5,2) <- [S15 U e17, rV5i2] <-*17( W^2) +^ rr16( W5>2)

By Lemma 5.2, we have

KHhu) = ["ibis mod ijinxt,

where /«¡Vhs is trivial by [9].

As the element [v|] one may choose a coextension v\ of v% in S7 u e9<= IF5>2,

since 7j7oi/§ = 0. Then by Proposition 1.8 of [15], I([vs\vu)=i'o ° Vis belongs to

— í*{Vt>v8,Vh}, which is easily proved to be zero. Thus /([v§]t»14) = 0. By Lemma

5.2, the restriction of / on 2ir12(SU (3)) is monomorphic. Therefore, we obtain

Nhn=o.
We have /([ot'*]7»12)=4[2ct9]t)16 = 0 mod i*r¡7pa, where i+r¡7p.a=0 (see §7). Since /is

monomorphic on 2tt13(SU (3)) by Lemma 5.2 we have [tr"] •712=0.   Q.E.D.

Put L=A u e18/S8 = (A/S8) u e18. By (2.2), we have

[S9 v S15, S8 v S8] s 7T9(S8 v S8) ©tt15(S8 v S8).

Let A: S8 -* S8 V S8 be the injection to the right S8 and a be the universal White-

head product in tt15(S8v S8). Then by Proposition 3.2, we have

(5.2) L = (S8 v S8) u„ C(S9 V S15)   with y = A*^ © «.

Consider the cofibering sequence

(5.3) S8-+A Ue18->L->S7-+■■■.
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Applying the functor [   , SU (3)] we get the exact sequence

(5.4) tt6(SU (3)) J— [A u e16, SU (3)] <— [L, SU (3)] ̂ — tt7(SU (3)) <-,

where 7r6(SU (3))sZe and tt7(SU (3)) = 0 by [9].

So we will calculate the order of [L, SU (3)].

Consider the following cofibering sequence

(5.5) S9 v S15-^UsB v S8—>L—>S10 v S16—> S9 v S9—>■■■.

It follows the exact sequence

*9(SU (3)) © ^15(SU (3)) <— [SB v SB, SU (3)] <— [L, SU (3)]
y

<-*10(SU (3)) © 7rie(SU (3)) <—— [S9 V S9, SU (3)] <--.
(Sy)*

Proposition 5.3. y* and (Sy)* are trivial.

Proof. Since y=h^r¡6 © a and Sy=hifr¡9 © Sa, it is sufficient to prove

(5.6) iWSU (3)) = ijWSU (3)) = 0,

(5.7) a*[S8 V SB, SU (3)] = (Sa)*[S9 V S9, SU (3)] = 0.

By [9], w9(SU (3))sZ3 and hence ■>?* and -q* are trivial, since ^8 and r¡9 are of

order 2. (5.6) follows.

For any element x of [S8 v SB, SU (3)], the composition x°a = a*(x) is a

Whitehead product in SU (3) and hence is trivial. Similarly (Sa)* = 0. (5.7) follows.

Q.E.D.
It follows from Proposition 5.3 that

(5.8) 6([L, SU (3)]) = 6(ttb(SU (3))) ■ 0MSU (3))) • 0(tt1o(SU (3))) • 0(tt16(SU (3))).

Recall [9] that tt8(SU (3))sZia, rr10(SU (3))^Z30 and *r16(SU (3))sZ252©Z6.

We obtain

Corollary 5.4. 6([L, SU (3)]) = 28 • 36 • 5 • 7.

Finally we compute the order of [A u e16, SU (3)]. In the sequence (5.4) we have

the commutativity :

*a(SU(3))    -í!—   Mue18, SU (3)]

lî       . Ill
tt7(B SU (3)) «-Í— [S(A u e18), 5 SU (3)]

where i also means the inclusion S"7 -> S(A u e16).

Lemma 5.5. i* is epimorphic.
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Proof. Let /: S* -*■ B SU (3) be the inclusion map. Then it is easily checked

that the generator of tt7(5SU (3))^w6(SU (3))^Z6 is j*Sw'. The lemma is

equivalent to the fact that y'*S<o' is extendable to S(A u eie).

By Proposition 3.3 we have that

S(A u e16) = SA™ u„ C(S10 v Sie)   where y = Sa v ß ° 7l8.

Since TTB(B SU (3))ïtt7(SU (3)) s 0, /».SV is extended to SAW. Furthermore j^Sw

is extended to (S(A u e18))(11), since /»S«/ ° a=jJtSw' o nv7 by (i) of Proposition 3.2

and since j*Sco' <= (nv7) e 2ir10(5 SU (3))s2tt9(SU (3))=0. The attaching element of

e17 in S(A u eie) is of the form ß ° t¡15 by Proposition 3.3. Let v be the extension of

j+Sw to (S(/4 u e16))<U). We must show that v ° )3t,15=0. We need the following

(5.9) ^5tt15(5SU(3)) = 0.

It is sufficient to show that

nî«Oi4(SU(3)))«o.

In fact, 27r14(SU(3))sZ4©Z2={[v|]oVll)/>'} and hence 7?*4(>14(SU (3))) is

generated by [v2.] o vxx-r¡Xi and /'*/¿'t;i4> where [v2]vxxriXe-0 by (5.9) of [15] and

l*P-'Tlii=0 by Lemma 4.2 of [9].

The element vß belongs to tt15(B SU (3)) and hence (vß)riy5 = T,*5(vß)=0 by (5.9).

Q.E.D.
By (5.4) and Corollary 5.4 we have the following as a corollary of Lemma 5.5.

Proposition 5.6. B([A u e16, SU (3)]) = 29 ■ 37 • 5 • 7.

Therefore, by (5.1) and Proposition 5.2, we have obtained that

0([SU(3) A SU (3), SU (3)]) = 215-39-5-7.

Thus we have shown

Theorem 5.7. There exist precisely 215-39-5-7 distinct homotopy classes of

multiplications on SU (3).

6. The order of [Sp (2) A Sp (2), Sp (2)]. Consider the cofibering sequence

(M=Sp(2)ASp(2)):

(6.1) S8 —> M —> M/S8 —> S7 —> SM —> S(M/S8) —> S8 —>■■-.
j

Applying the functor [   , Sp (2)] we obtain the exact sequence:

(6.2) w,(Sp (2)) ̂ ~ [M' Sp (2)] *~ [M/58' Sp (2)] *~ "ÁSp (2))

J— [SM, Sp (2)] «— [S(M/S8\ Sp (2)] <— 7r8(Sp (2)) <-

where ir7(Sp (2))sZ and 7r6(Sp (2))S"-8(Sp (2))=0 ([9]).
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By (2.2) and Proposition 4.1 we get

[M/S6, Sp(2)] s [(S10 v S10) u C(S13 v S19), Sp(2)]

(6-3) © [S13 u2mi3 e17, Sp (2)] © [S13 u2ui3 e17, Sp (2)].

First we compute the order of [S13 u2c0l3 e17, Sp (2)]. Consider the sequence:

2co13 2tu14

'2o>13 'S16 —-4 S13-► S13 u.„„ e17-► S17 —-A. S14

Then we obtain the exact sequence:

7T16(Sp (2)) <    13)* 7r13(Sp (2)) «-[S13 u <?17, Sp (2)] <-7r17(Sp (2))

014)*
1- 7714(Sp (2)) <-,

where *r13(Sp (2))~Z4 ®Z2={[v7]v10, i^pA,, -n-14(Sp (2))=Z1680([2tT']),

7r16(Sp (2)) s Z2®Z2 = {[o'i7i4]i7i5, [viVxo)   and    7717(Sp (2)) s Zi0([v7]a10).

Evidently (2tü13)* is trivial, since ^(Sp (2))sZ2 © Z2. On the other hand we get

(2a>14)*[2a'] = 4[i'7]a,0, since for the projection p: Sp (2) -*■ S7 we have

F*([2ct'] ° 2co14) = 4ctV14

= 4v7a10   by (7.19) of [15]

= /'*(4[v7]<710)

and since p* : 27r17(Sp (2)) -*■ 27Ti7(S7) is monomorphic by Lemma 5.2 of [9]. Thus

the cokernel of (2co14)* is isomorphic to Z20. Therefore we have obtained

Proposition 6.1. 0([S13 u2Ml3 e17, Sp (2)]) = 25-5.

For simplicity we put N=(S10\fSw) u{ C(S13vS19), where

i = O10 V 4o>10) © 6 6 7r13(S10 V S10) © 7r19(S10 v S10)

S [S13 v S18, S10 v S10]

and 8 is a universal Whitehead product by Proposition 4.1. We will compute the

order of [N, Sp (2)1.

We have the following cofibering sequence:

(6.4) S19 V S13 —► S10 V S10 —> N—> S20 V S14 —> S11 V S11 —► • • •.
í Sí

Therefore we obtain the exact sequence:

»„(Sp (2)) © 7T13(Sp (2)) *-—- [S10 V S10, Sp (2)] <-[N, Sp (2)]
5*

(6.5) <-7720(Sp (2)) © rr14(Sp (2))

[S11 V S", Sp (2)] «-,
(SO*
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where   »i0(Sp(2))sZ120([v7]),   wu(Sp (2))sZ,-{.W,   »13(Sp(2))sZ4 ©Z2 =

{KKo, i*V3Pi},   ■n'l^Sp (2))sZ1680([2a']),   7T19(Sp (2))^Z2 © Z2 = {i^p3a12, i*r?3ë4}

and n-20(Sp (2))sZ2 ©Z2 ©Z2 = {[v7](t10vi7, /„^/x^ia. i*Ps} (see [9]).

Evidently f*=(2o.10v4«>10)* © 8* and (S£)*-(2»u v4o»„)* © (SS)*.

Proposition 6.2. (i) (S£)* is trivial.

(ii) The kernel of $* is isomorphic to Z60 © Z120.

Proof. It is sufficient to prove

(6.6) 8* and (SS)* are trivial.

(6.7) (2tun v 4iOxx)* is trivial.

(6.8) The kernel of (2cu10 v 4a>10)* is isomorphic to Z60 ©Z120.

The proof of (6.6) is same as in Proposition 5.3, since 8 is a universal Whitehead

product in »„(S10 v S10). (6.7) is clear since 7r11(Sp(2))sZ2. The image of

(2<u10 V 4cu10)* is generated by (2a)10)*[v7] = 2[v7]v10. Hence (6.8) follows.    Q.E.D.

By (6.5) and Proposition 6.2 we obtain

Proposition 6.3. 0([N, Sp (2)]) = 212 ■ 33 • 53 • 7.

Therefore by Proposition 6.1 we obtain

Proposition 6.4. 6([MIS8, Sp (2)]) = 222 • 33 • 55 • 7.

In order to enumerate the order of [M, Sp (2)] it is necessary to study the

cokernel of the homomorphism in (6.2) ;

y*:[SM,Sp(2)]^W7(Sp(2))

where j: S7 -* SM is the inclusion.

We have

Proposition 6.5. The cokernel off* is isomorphic to Z36.

It follows from this proposition and (6.2) that

0 *- [M, Sp (2)] <- [M/S6, Sp (2)] <- Z36 ̂  0
and hence

(6.9) 6([M, Sp(2)] = 220-3-55-7.

Namely by Lemma 2 of [1] we have shown

Theorem 6.6. There exist precisely 220-3 • 55-7 distinct homotopy classes of

multiplications on Sp (2).

The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Proposition 6.5.

We have the following commutative diagram.

7T7(Sp(2))   *^—   [SM,Sp(2)]

¡I      .,        Ill
ir8(£Sp(2)) ++— [S2M, SSp(2)]
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Since S2M=S3B v(S15 u e19)v(S15 u e19)v522 by Proposition 4.1, we have

[S2M, Sp (2)] s [S2B, Sp (2)] © [S15 u e19, Sp (2)] © [S15 u e19, Sp (2)]

© 7r22(Sp (2)).

Let j: S1-* SB=(S7 u2a),fnvSu) uSi e15 be the inclusion, where Sß=j*So"

+ (4aiy0)~ v2tun. In order to prove Proposition 6.5 it is sufficient to show that

(6.7) the cokernel of j* : [SB, Sp (2)] -> w7(Sp (2)) is isomorphic to Z36.

In other words, it is an extension problem of the generator [12t7] of 7r7(Sp(2))sZ

to SB.

First we remark that we may take the coextension of 12t7 in S3 Kja. e7<=Sp (2)

as an element [12t7].

We need the following

Lemma 6.7. im{<a', 12t6, 2cu6} = —/+a2(3).

Proof. It is easily seen that the secondary composition i*{(o', 12t6, 2tu6} is a

single element. Since /'* : 2tt10(S3) -> 2TT10(Sp (2)) is trivial, we have

/'*{o>', 12t6, 2tu6} = /*{cti(3), 12i6, 2aj(6)},

where {ai(3), 3i6, ai(6)} = a2(3) by Lemma 13.5 of [15]. Hence

/*{">', 12i6, 2tue} = -/'»<x2(3).

The composition [12t7] ° 2«<7 is contained in the secondary composition

— i*{(o', 12i6, 2a>6}

by Proposition 1.8 of [15]. Hence by Lemma 6.7 we obtain

(6.8) [12t7] o 2tu7 = i>2(3).

Since <'*a2(3) is of order 3, 3([12t7]) = [12t7] ° 3t7 is extendable to the complex

S7 U2ö7 e11 v S11. Let f be this extension. Consider the composition

t°Sß= £°(j*So"+(4Wy0)~).

Lemma 6.8. (i) i %S«r'=4[2a'] mod{2z>' = 8[2a']}.

(ii) £ o (4a>10)~ =/*a3(3) mod {2i*p.' = 8[2a']}.

Proof, (i) Since £ is the extension of [12i7] o 3i7, we have that

£ oj+So" = [12i7] o 3i7 ° Sa".

For the projection />:Sp(2)->S7 we have />*([12i7] ° o')—p^(l2o') and hence

[12t7] ° ff' = 6[2a'] mod 0'*/*'}. Thus we obtain

í °j*So' = 36[2</] = 4[2ff']       mod {2i>'}.

(ii) By Proposition 1.7 of [15], the element £ ° (4a>i„) ~ is contained in the

secondary composition {[12t7] o 3i7, 2cu7, 4a>10}2. The  indeterminacy  of this is
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"■n(Sp (2)) ° 4wxx © [12i7] ° 3i7 o S2tt12(S5), which is easily checked to be generated

by 8[2cr'] = 2/,/u.'. For any element x of {[12t7] ° 3t7, 2co7, 4co10}2, we have that 3x e

{[12i7], 2v7, 4v10}2^{[12i7], 2v7, 4i10}2 o vxx, which is a subset of ir11(SU(3))oi/11=0.

Hence

{[12*,] o 3i7, 2cü7, 4w10}2 c 3w14(Sp (2)).

So we restrict ourself to the 3-primary components.

We have that

{[12.7] o 3t7, 2a1(T), ai(10)}2 s [12.7] o {3c7, 2o1(7), ai(10)}2

by Proposition 1.8 of [15]

3 [12i7] o a2(l)

by Proposition 4.17 of [14].

On the other hand, by Proposition 1.7 of [15], we have

[12.7] o a¡¡(7) = -.,{ai(3), 12.7, a2(7)}       mod 0.

= -i>3(3)   by Lemma 13.5 of [15]. Q.E.D.

Thus we get that

è o Sß = 4[2</] -i>3(3)       mod {2/>' = 8[2<r']},

which is of order 12. Hence 12f is extendable to SB. Namely just the 36 times of

[12t7] is extendable to SB. Thus we have proved Proposition 6.5.

7. Computation of some homotopy groups of W5t2.   Let IF52 = SU (5)/SU (3) be

the complex Stiefel manifold. For simplicity we set 27rn+i(S") = 7r;+i and

M^,») = Wf
We will show the following.

Proposition 7.1.

2jt15(IFs>2) s Zi@Z2 = {[v%], i*i>7},    where z>7 = 2[vl].

2^ie(^5,2) = Zie = {[2cr9]},    where S[2aa] = i>7.

^17(^5.2) S Z4 = {/>7ct10}.

Proof. Associated with the bundle S7 A- W^,., A-S9 we have the exact sequence:

A     _    »'*           P*          A          i,           pt          A
tt18-> tt[7-> Wi7-> tt\7-*■ tt\6-> Wxe-> rr96-► »15

—>^15-^...,

where A is the boundary homomorphism.

Recall [15] that tt?8~Z2 ®Z2@Z2® Z2={o9r)216, 4, p9, -q^ç,}, tt\7~Z2 ©Z2

©Z2 = {<797»16, v9, £9}, Tr?6sZ18 = {t79}, tt?5 = Z2 = {►<§}, Tr77 = Z8©Z2 = {v7cr10, t]7p3),

"ie = Z2 ®Z2@Z2® Z2 = {cr'r¡2xi, 1/?, p.7, Tj7eg}, tt\^Z2 © Z2 © Z2 = {<t't,14, v7, e7}

and ttIí~Zb={ct'}.

We also recall the formula (see [9])

(7.1) A(Sa) = t-7 o a   for any a e ít,(S8).
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By (7.1) one can obtain immediately the following:

(7.2) 0-+Z4 = {v7<t10}^h/17_^o,

(7.3) 0 -+ Z2 = W -* W16 -> Z8 = {2a9} -* 0,

(7.4) 0 -> Z2 © Z2 -* {v7, £7} -* W1S -* Z2 = {v|} -». 0.

Theorem 2.1 of [9] is useful in determining the extensions (7.3) and (7.4). In

fact, the relation i^{r¡7, 2oB, 8ii5} = /„/u.7 implies Wie = Zi6 = {[2<j9]} with 8[2ct9] = /*/u.7.

The relation i*{r)7, v%, 2t14} = /»c7 means W15^Zi ©Z2={[v|], i^i>7} with

2[v39) = i>7. Q.E.D.
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